Course Title: Wedding Photography

Course Description:
Continuation of development of digital photography skills with emphasis on wedding photography. Digital workflow, working with groups, proofing, getting paid for the time invested.

Course Prerequisite(s):
Digital Photography – Advanced

Course Objectives:
1. Describe digital workflow for weddings and techniques for working with groups
2. Manually set and adjust a camera to photograph wide range of skin tones with white dress.
3. Present work for critical review

Student Expectations:

Textbook(s): Optional
Digital Wedding Photography: Capturing Beautiful Memories, 2nd Edition
Johnson; Wiley Publishing

Lesson Plan – by week or session
Session 1: Part I: Understanding Digital Wedding Photography/Business Models
Session 2: Part II: Shooting Weddings on Location/Preparation
Session 3: Part II: Shooting Weddings on Location/ Wedding Day
Session 4: Part III: The Business of Digital Wedding Photography/Post Production